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úÁ�ÉÓËÉ ÎÁÕÞÎÙÈÓÅÍÉÎÁÒÏ× ðïíé�ÏÍ 436, 2015 Ç.A. AlpeevTHE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFICGROUPSAbstrat. We show that for every loal potential on a so� groupthere exists a shift-invariant Gibbs measure. Under some onditionwe show that the so� entropy of the orresponding shift ation doesnot depend on a so� approximation.
§1. IntrodutionIn the work [1℄, Lewis Bowen made a great progress in the isomorphismproblem for Bernoulli shifts by de�ning so-alled so� entropy. This led toa great line of researh. There is a very important question whih is stillfar from being resolved. The value of the so� entropy depends a priorion a so� approximation. In the lassial realm of amenable entropy, thedependene on the hoie of a F�lner sequene is eliminated by means ofthe Ornstein{Weiss overing argument. In the ase of so� entropy, we stilldo not have an analogous result. In numerous examples, the so� entropyis indepedent of the hoie of a so� approximation. For Bernoulli shifts,it was proved in the very paper [1℄ (see also [11℄); later, Hayes provedin [9℄ the entropy formula for a lass of algebrai ations over so� groups,whih, in partiular, implies that the so� entropy for these ations is in-dependent of the hoie of a so� approximation. There are also results inother diretions. In the work [4℄, Carderi onstruted examples of ationshaving di�erent values of the so� entropy for di�erent so� approxima-tions. Nevertheless, it is still not known whether an ation an have twodi�erent nonnegative values of the so� entropy.In this paper, we will work with so-alled Gibbs measures on so�groups. Gibbs measures in general are extensively studied, as well as somepartiular examples like the Ising model, Potts model, et. We will provethe following theorem.Key words and phrases: Gibbs measure, so� entropy, Dobrushin uniquenessondition.This researh is supported by the RSF grant 14-11-00581.34



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 35Theorem 1. Let G be a so� group, (X; �; �) be a ompat measure-metrispae, and ' be a ontinuous loal potential on XG. Then there exists ashift-invariant Gibbs measure on XG for the potential '.The proof involves a onstrution of a sequene of Gibbs measures on�nite models oming from so� approximations. It turns out that this se-quene of measures omes very handy for the omputation of the modi�edso� entropy.We would like to note that in [5, Se. 5℄ Chung essentially onsidereda Gibbs measure in a very speial ase when the potential ' is suh that'(y) depends only on the value of y ∈ XG in e, the group identity.The remaining part of the paper is devoted to the proof of the followingtheorem.Theorem 2. Let G be a so� group and (X;�; �) be a �nite metri spaewith the uniform probability measure. If a loal potential  on XG is suhthat � has a unique Gibbs measure for every � ∈ [0; 1℄, then the modi�edso� entropy of the orresponding shift ation is the same for every so�approximation.The de�nition of so� entropy we employ in most parts of the paper isnot the standard one. This modi�ed so� entropy was essentially de�nedby Bowen in [2℄; in addition, he essentially proved that for ergodi ationsthis new entropy oinides with the standard one. For more details thereader is referred to Se. 4 of [2℄, Se. 7 of [3℄, and Se. 4 of [9℄. It is astandard fat from the theory of Gibbs measures that if a shift-invariantGibbs measure is unique for a potential, then it is ergodi; see Se. 3.6 forgreater details. So we have that the original so� entropy does not dependon a so� approximation.The onditions of Theorem 2 may sound too restritive, but the famousDobrushin uniqueness ondition [6℄ shows that for a moderately large setof potentials this ondition is satis�ed. For more details, see Se. 8.Aknowledgments. I would like to thank my advisor Prof. Anatoly M. Ver-shik for valuable omments.
§2. The struture of the paperIn Se. 3, we introdue standard de�nitions. In Se. 4, we show that forevery loal potential on a so� group there is at least one invariant Gibbsmeasure. In Se. 5, we disuss some important appliations of the unique-ness of a Gibbs measure. It mostly onsists of tehnial lemmas showing



36 A. ALPEEVthat some maps are ontinuous and some limits are uniform. In Se. 6,we de�ne pressure and infer a formula for it. The de�nition of pressure apriori involves a so� approximation, but the formula we prove does not,whih lears the road for our main result. In Se. 7, we express entropy interms of pressure (in a way that does not involve a so� approximation),whih allows us to �nish the proof of Theorem 2. In Se. 8, we disuss theDobrushin uniqueness ondition.
§3. Definitions and onventionsFor a metri ompat spae X , we will denote by M(X) the set ofall Borel probability measures on X . This set will be endowed with theweak-* topology unless otherwise stated expliitly. We will denote by

‖�‖V = sup‖f‖∞=1{∫X fd�} the total variation norm on the set of all Borelmeasures. The symbol ⋐ will stand for \a �nite subset."3.1. Shift spaes. Let G be a ountable group. Let (X; �; �) be a om-pat measure-metri spae with a metri � and a measure �. Consider theset XG endowed with the produt topology and a ompatible metri r.We de�ne the shift ation of G on XG by the formula (gy)(h) = y(hg) fory ∈ XG and g; h ∈ G. If � is a Borel probability measure on XG, we willdenote by g℄(�) the pushforward of the measure � along the map g. Forx ∈ XG and A ⊂ G, we will denote by x|A ∈ XA the restrition of x to A.If A;B are disjoint subsets of G and x ∈ XA, y ∈ XB , we will denote byx ⊔ y ∈ XA⊔B their gluing.3.2. The Kantorovih distane. The Kantorovih distane provides avery onvenient language for working with the weak-* topology on the setof probability measures on a metri ompat spae. It was �rst de�nedin [10℄; see also [12℄ for the history of the question. Consider the set M(X)of all Borel probability measures on X endowed with the weak-* topology.For every pair �1; �2 ∈ M(X), onsider the set of all ouplings, that is, theset of all measures � ∈ M(X×X) suh that pr1℄(�) = �1 and pr2℄(�) = �2(where pri denotes the standard oordinate projetion). The Kantorovih(or mass transportation) distane is de�ned as�(�1; �2) = inf�  ∫X×X r(x1; x2)d�(x; y)


:



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 37It is a standard fat that the Kantorovih distane is indeed a metriand that it is ompatible with the weak-* topology. We also have thatdiam(M(X; �);�) = diam(X; �). The Kantorovih distane enjoys a verynie onvexity inequality:�(∑i �i�1;i;∑i �i�2;i) 6
∑i �i�(�1;i; �2;i)for �j;i ∈ M(X) and �i > 0, ∑i �i = 1. It is easy to prove the followingestimate: �(�1; �2) 6

diam(X)‖�1 − �2‖V2 :We will denote by l(�1; �2) the Kantorovih distane between measuresin M(XG; r).3.3. So� groups. We start with the de�nition of a so� approximation.For a positive integer n, we denote [n℄ = {1; : : : ; n}. Let Sym(n) be asymmetri group onsidered with its standard ation on [n℄. We endowthis group with the so-alled Hamming distane:d(p1; p2) = n−1 |{k ∈ [n℄; p1(k) 6= p2(k)}| :Let G be a ountable group. Let � = {�i}∞i=1 be a sequene of maps�i : G→ Sym(si) (not neessarily homomorphisms). We will say that it isa so� approximation if1) for any g; h ∈ G, g 6= h, we have dsi(�i(g); �i(h)) → 1;2) for any g; h ∈ G, we have dsi(�i(gh); �i(g)�i(h)) → 0.We will say that a group G is a so� group if it has at least one so�approximation. From now on, let G be a so� group and �x some so�approximation �.Now we will introdue some useful notation. For a positive integer iand k ∈ [si℄, denote by �i;k : X [si℄ → XG the map de�ned by the formula(�i;k(�))(g) = �((�i(g))(k)) for g ∈ G and � ∈ X [si℄. We also de�ne a map�i : M(X [si℄) → M(XG) by the formula�i(�) = 1si ∑k∈[si℄ �i;k℄(�):



38 A. ALPEEVIt is onjugate to the map �∗i : C(XG) → C(X [si℄) de�ned by the equation(�∗i ('))(�) = 1si ∑k∈[si℄'(�i;k(�));it is obvious that
∫XG '(x)d(�i(�))(x) = ∫Xsi (�∗i ('))(�)d�(�):3.4. So� entropy. Let 
 be a �nite or ountable set. Let � ∈ M(
).The Shannon entropy of � is de�ned asH(�) = −

∑!∈
 �({!}) log �({!});with the usual onvention that 0 log 0 = 0.Let � be any invariant probability measure onXG. For a positive integeri and Æ > 0, we denote by Appri;Æ(�) the set of all probability measures mon X [si℄ suh that l(�i(m); �) < Æ. Then we de�nehi;Æ(�) = s−1i sup{H(m)|m ∈ Appri;Æ(�)}:If Appri;Æ is empty, we set hi;Æ(�) = −∞. We de�nehÆ(�) = lim supi→∞
hi;Æ(�);h(�) = infÆ>0 hÆ(�):The latter quantity will be alled themodi�ed so� entropy. It is always notsmaller than the original so� entropy (for the same so� approximation),and it oinides with the original so� entropy for ergodi ations (seeSe. 4 of [2℄, Se. 7 of [3℄, and Se. 4 of [9℄).3.5. Probability kernels. Let X and Y be two metri ompat spaes.A probability kernel is a map � : M(X) → M(Y ) de�ned by the identity

∫Y '(y)d(�(�))(y) = ∫X d�(x) ∫Y '(y)d(��(x))(y)for some ontinuous map �� : X → M(Y ). We will denote by Ker(X;Y )the set of all probability kernels from X to Y . It is easy to see that themap � is ontinuous and aÆne. Now we will de�ne two topologies on theset of probability kernels. The �rst one is the weak topology. Let � be the



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 39Kantorovih distane on M(Y ). Let �1; �2 ∈ Ker(X;Y ). We de�ne theweak distane by the formulaLweak(�1; �2) = supx∈X�(�1(Æx); �2(Æx))and the strong distane by the formulaLstrong(�1; �2) = supx∈X ‖(�1(Æx); �2(Æx)‖ :It is obvious that the strong distane indues a stronger topology than theweak distane does. It is not hard to prove the following estimate:�(�1(�); �2(�)) 6 Lweak(�1; �2)for any � ∈ M(X) and any �1; �2 ∈ Ker(X;Y ). Thus, it is easy to seethat the map M(X) × Ker(X;Y ) → M(Y ) de�ned as (�; �) 7→ �(�) isontinuous (here Ker(X;Y ) is endowed with the weak topology).3.6. Gibbs measures. For a detailed exposition, the reader is referredto [6{8℄. A potential is a ontinuous funtion ' : XG → R that depends onlyon �nitely many oordinates of XG; that is, there exists a �nite subset Aof G suh that for any x; x′ ∈ XG oiniding outside of A we have '(x) ='(x′). We will denote by supp' the minimal subset with this property.Now we would like to de�ne the set of Gibbs measures orrespoding to thepotential '. For every �nite subset � of G, any y ∈ X� and x ∈ X�, letus de�ne the Hamiltonian
Hy';�(x) = ∑g∈G;(supp')g∩�6=∅

'(g(x ⊔ y))and the partition funtion
Zy';� = ∫X� e−Hy';�(x)d�⊗�(x):Then for every � ⋐ G we introdue a probability kernel�';� : M(XG) → M(XG)by de�ning its values on Æ-measures:�';� : Æx 7→ (Zx|�';� )−1e−H

x|�';�(t)(d�(t)⊗�
⊗ Æx|� ):It is not hard to see that ��′ ◦ �� = �� ◦ ��′ = �� for every �′ ⊂ � ⋐ G.We will say that � is a Gibbs measure for the potential ' if �';�(�) = �for every � ⋐ G. The set of all Gibbs measures for ' will be denoted by



40 A. ALPEEV
G'(X;G), or simply by G'. A simple ompatness argument shows thatthere always exists at least one Gibbs measure. We will say that ' is aunique Gibbs measure (UGM) potential if there is only one Gibbs measurefor '.Lemma 1. If �' is a unique Gibbs measure for a potential ', then theorresponding shift ation is ergodi.Proof. Consider the so-alled tail �-algebra, that is,

T = ⋂�⋐GB� ;where B stands for the �-subalgebra on XG generated by the ylinder setssupported on � (�-subalgebras and their intersetions are onsidered inthe �'-mod 0 sense). It is not hard to see that this subalgebra is trivial�'-mod 0. By Proposition 14.9 of [8℄, we have that the subalgebra of in-variant sets is also trivial �'-mod 0, whih means exatly that the shiftation is ergodi. �

§4. The existene of a shift-invariant measureThis setion is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.Lemma 2. For any "′ > 0 and any g ∈ G there is a positive integer Nsuh that for any i > N we have
|{k ∈ [si℄|r(g(�i;k(�)); �i;(�i(g))(k)(�)) < "′ for any � ∈ X [si℄}| > (1− "′)si:Proof. Let us �nd a �nite subset F of G suh that r(x; y) < "′ for anytwo points x; y ∈ XG suh that x|F = y|F . By the de�nition of a so�approximation, there is N suh that for every i > I the setAi = {k ∈ [si℄|(�i(hf))(k) = (�i(f) ◦ �i(f))(k) for every f ∈ F}has at least (1−"′)si elements. It is now easy to see that for every � ∈ X [si℄,k ∈ Ai and for every f ∈ F we have ((g�i;k(�))(f) = (�i;(�i(g))(k)(�))(f),sine the left-hand side equals (�i;k(�))(fg) = �((�i(fg))(k)) and the right-hand side equals �(((�i(f)) ◦ (�i(g)))(k)). Thus, we haver(g(�i;k(�)); �i;(�i(g))(k)(�)) < "′: �Lemma 3. For any " > 0 and any g ∈ G there is a positive integerN suh that for any i > N and for any measure � on X [si℄ we havel(g℄(�i(�));�i(�)) < ".



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 41Proof. Let us take "′ > 0 suh that " < "′(1+diam(XG; r)). The applia-tion of the previous lemma gives us a number N . Let us �x any i > N . Bythe properties of the Kantorovih distane and the previous lemma, thesize of the set of k ∈ [si℄ suh that l(g℄�i;k(�)℄; �i;(�i(g))(k)) < "′ is greaterthan (1− "′)si. Denote this set by Ai. It is easy to see thatl(g℄(�i(�));�i(�)) = l(s−1i g℄ ∑k∈[si℄ �i;k℄(�)); s−1i ∑k∈[si℄ �i;k℄(�))= l(s−1i ∑k∈[si℄ g℄(�i;k℄(�)); s−1i ∑k∈[si℄ �i;(�i(g))(k)℄(�))
6 s−1i ∑k∈[si℄ l(g℄(�i;k(�)); �i;(�i(g))(k)(�)) 6

|A|si "′ + si − |A|si diam(XG; r)
6 "′(1 + diam(XG; r)) < ": �Let Zi;' = ∫X[si℄ e−(�∗i ('))(�)d�⊗[si℄(�):Let Zi;' = ∫X[si℄ e−(�∗i ('))(�)d�⊗[si℄(�):Then let �i;' = e−(�∗i ('))(�)Z−1i;'d�⊗[si℄(�). Let �i;' = �i(�i;').Lemma 4. For any "′ > 0 and � ⋐ G there is a positive integer N suhthat for any i > N the inequality

|{k|�';�(�i;k℄(�i;')) = �i;k℄(�i;')}| > (1− "′)siholds.Proof. For onveniene, denote T = supp f ; also denoteD = (� ∪ �−1 ∪ T ∪ T−1)5:For a �xed positive integer i, let Ai be the set of k ∈ [si℄ suh that themap g 7→ (�i(g))(k) is injetive from D and that (�i(g) ◦ �i(h))(k) =(�i(gh))(k). It easily follows from the de�nition of a so� approximationthat |Ai|=si → 1. It is a simple exerise to see that for k ∈ Ai we have�';�(�i;k℄(�i;')) = �i;k℄(�i;'). �



42 A. ALPEEVLemma 5. For any � ⋐ G and " > 0 there is N suh thatl(�';�(�i;'); �i;') < "for every i > N .Proof. Let "′ > 0 be suh that " < "′ diam(XG; r); then we apply theprevious lemma. Let i > N . Let A be the set of k ∈ [si℄ suh that�';�(�i;k℄(�i;')) = �i;k℄(�i;'). Its size is at least (1− "′)si, sol(�';�(�i;'); �i;') 6 s−1i ∑k∈[si℄ l(�';�(�i;k℄(�i;')); �i;k℄(�i;'))
6 "′ diam(XG; r) < ": �Let �' be any aumulation point for �i;'. The following lemma om-pletes the proof of Theorem 1.Lemma 6. The measure �' is a shift-invariant Gibbs measure for thepotential '.In the ase where ' is a UGM potential, we denote by �' its unique(and, obviously, invariant) Gibbs measure.

§5. Some impliations of the uniqueness of a GibbsmeasureWe will denote by Pot(X;G) the set of loal potentials on XG. Let usintrodue the following seminorm on the set Pot(X;G):
‖'‖var =∑g∈G sup{|'(x) − '(y)|; x|G\{g} = y|G\{g}} :We will all it the variational seminorm.Lemma 7. The map (';m) 7→ �';�(m) is ontinuous.Proof. It is easy to verify that the map Pot(X;G) → Ker(X;Y ) de�ned as' 7→ �';� is ontinuous if Ker(X;Y ) is endowed with the strong topologyand Pot(X;G) is endowed with the topology indued by the variationalseminorm. Consequently, it is ontinuous if Ker(X;Y ) is endowed with theweak topology, whih implies the required assertion. �Lemma 8. Assume that ' + � is a unique Gibbs measure potential forall � ∈ [0; 1℄. Then �'+� depends weakly ontinuously on �.



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 43Proof. Consider the spae [0; 1℄×M(XG). Consider its subsets
M� = {(�;m)|��;'+� (m) = m}for every � ⋐ G. By the previous lemma, all of them are losed. So,their intersetion is losed, too. But it is exatly the graph of the funtion� 7→ �'+� . Sine both [0; 1℄ andM(XG) are Hausdor� ompat, it followsthat this funtion is ontinuous. �Lemma 9. Under the assumptions of the previous lemma, �i;'+� tendsto �'+� uniformly in �.Proof. Assuming the ontrary, we have that there is " > 0, a sequene(ni) of positive integers, and a sequene �i of numbers from [0; 1℄ suhthat l(�ni;'+�i ; �'+�i ) > ". Passing to a subsequene, we may assumethat �i tends to some �′ and �ni;'+�i tends to some measure �′. It iseasy to see that �′ is a Gibbs measure for the potential '+ �′ and thatl(�′; �'+�′ ) > ", whih ontradits the uniqueness of a Gibbs measure forthe potential '+ �′ . �

§6. PressureDenote Pi;' = s−1i logZi;'.De�nition 1. The pressure of a UGM potential ' is de�ned asP' = limi→∞
Pi;'if this limit exists.An important example: if ' = 0, then P' = 0.Theorem 3. Assume that '+� is a UGM potential for every � ∈ [0; 1℄and that P' exists. Then '+ has a pressure, and it an be expressed bythe formula P'+ = P' −

1
∫0 d� ∫XG  (!)d�'+� :For the proof we will need the following lemma.Lemma 10. dPi;'+� d� = −

∫XG  (y) d�i;'+� :



44 A. ALPEEVProof. By de�nition,dPi;'+� d� = dd� (s−1i logZi;'+� ) = 1siZi;'+� dZi;'+� d�= 1siZi;'+� ∫X[si℄ dd� (e−si(�∗i ('+� ))(�)) d�⊗[si℄= 1Zi;'+� ∫X[si℄ (�∗i ( ))(�)e−si(�∗i ('+� ))(�)d�⊗[si℄= ∫X[si℄ (�( ))(�)d�i;'+� = ∫XG '(!)d�i;'+� (!): �Proof of Theorem 3. By the previous lemma, we obviously havePi;'+ = P' −

1
∫0 d� ∫XG  (!)d�i;'+� :Now, sine �i;�' tends to ��' uniformly in �, we haveP'+ = limi→∞

Pi;'+ = P' −

1
∫0 d� ∫XG  (!)d�'+� : �

§7. The entropy formulaIn this setion, X will be a �nite spae with the disrete metri andthe uniform probability measure. We will prove a nie formula for the so�entropy of the shift ation for the Gibbs measure of a UGM potential,whih will lead to the proof of Theorem 2.Lemma 11. Let ' be a UGM potential. The measure �i;' is suh that itmaximizes the quantityH(m)=si − ∫XG '(y)d(�i(m))(y)among all the probability measures on X [si℄.Proof. A simple appliation of the Lagrange multipliers method. �



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 45Lemma 12. Let ' be a UGM potential. Thenh(�') = limi→∞
s−1i H(�i;')if the latter limit exists.Proof. Let us �rst prove that h(�') > limi→∞

s−1i H(�i;'). It suÆes to provethat hÆ(�') > limi→∞
s−1i H(�i;') for every Æ. But this is obvious, sine forsuÆiently large i we have l(�';�i(�i;')) < Æ.Let us now prove that for every " > 0 there exist Æ > 0 and a positiveinteger i0 suh that for every i > i0 we haveH(m)=si 6 limj→u s−1j H(�j;') + "for any m ∈ Appri;Æ(�'). In order to do this, we pik Æ > 0 suh that forany �′; �′′ ∈ M(X [si℄) with l(�′; �′′) 6 2Æ the inequality
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫XG '(y)d�′ − ∫XG '(y)d�′′∣∣∣∣
∣

∣

6 "=2holds. Then we pik i0 suh that for every i > i0 we haveH(�i;')=si 6 limj→∞
H(�j;')=sj + "=2and l(�i;'; �') < Æ. Let us now �x any i > i0. By the previous lemma,H(m)=si − ∫XG '(y)d(�i(m))(y)

6 H(�i;')=si − ∫XG '(y)d(�i(�i;'))(y)
6 limj→∞

H(�j;')=sj + "=2− ∫XG '(y)d�i;'(y);



46 A. ALPEEVand sine l(�i;';m) 6 2Æ, it follows thatH(m)=si
6

∫XG '(y)d(�(m))(y) − ∫XG '(y)d�i;'(y) + "=2 + limj→∞
H(�j;')=sj

6 limj→∞
H(�j;')=sj + ";whih implies that hÆ(�') 6 limj→∞

H(�j;')=sj + ";so h(�') 6 limj→∞
H(�j;')=sj + ":Sine " an be taken arbitrarily small, we haveh(�') 6 limj→∞
H(�j;')=sj : �Theorem 4. If ' is a UGM potential and has a pressure, then the modi�edso� entropy an be expressed by the formulah(�') = P' + ∫XG '(y)d�'(y) + log|X |:Proof. For any positive integer i and for any element � ∈ X [si℄, by theonstrution of �i;' we have�i;'({�}) = e− ∑k∈[si℄'(�i;k(�))
|X |

siZi:' :



THE ENTROPY OF GIBBS MEASURES ON SOFIC GROUPS 47Now we will ompute the Shannon entropy of �i;':H(�i;') = −
∑�∈X[si℄ �i;'({�}) log(�i;'({�}))= ∑�∈X[si℄ e− ∑k∈[si℄'(�i;k(�))
|X |

siZi:' 



∑k∈[si℄'(�i;k(�)) + si log|X |+ logZi;'= si log|X |+ logZi;' + ∑�∈X[si℄ e− ∑k∈[si℄'(�i;k(�))
|X |siZi:' ∑k∈[si℄'(�i;k(�))= si log|X |+ logZi;' + si ∫XG '(y)d�i;':It is now easy to see thath(�') = limi→u H(�)si = P' + ∫XG '(y)d�'(y) + log|X |: �Proof of Theorem 2. We will apply Theorem 3 to the ase ' = 0. Itwas noted at the beginning of Se. 6 that P' = 0. The formula fromTheorem 3 does not involve a so� approximation, so P does not dependon a so� approximation. Then we apply Theorem 4, and again it ontainsnothing involving a so� approximation, so h(� ) does not depend on aso� approximation. �

§8. A onluding remarkThe onditions of Theorem 2, whih are seemingly too restritive, arejusti�ed by the Dobrushin uniqueness theorem. We will establish an adap-tation of this theorem to our setting.Let pr : XG → X be the map de�ned by the equation pr(x) = x(e). Letbg;' = sup{‖pr℄(�';{e}(Æx1))− pr℄(�';{e}(Æx2))‖V ;x1; x2 ∈ XG; x1|G\{g} = x2|G\{g}}for g ∈ G \ {e}. Denote b' = ∑g∈G\{e} bg:
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